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abstract
Continuous field mapping has to address two conflicting remote sensing requirements when collecting
training data. On one hand, continuous field mapping trains fractional land cover and thus favours mixed
training pixels. On the other hand, the spectral signature has to be preferably distinct and thus favours
pure training pixels. The aim of this study was to evaluate the sensitivity of training data distribution
along fractional and spectral gradients on the resulting mapping performance.
We derived four continuous fields (tree, shrubherb, bare, water) from aerial photographs as response
variables and processed corresponding spectral signatures from multitemporal Landsat 5 TM data as
explanatory variables. Subsequent controlled experiments along fractional cover gradients were then
based on generalised linear models.
Resulting fractional and spectral distribution differed between single continuous fields, but could be
satisfactorily trained and mapped. Pixels with fractional or without respective cover were much more
critical than pure full cover pixels. Error distribution of continuous field models was non-uniform with
respect to horizontal and vertical spatial distribution of target fields. We conclude that a sampling for
continuous field training data should be based on extent and densities in the fractional and spectral, rather
than the real spatial space. Consequently, adequate training plots are most probably not systematically
distributed in the real spatial space, but cover the gradient and covariate structure of the fractional and
spectral space well.
© 2009 International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Inc. (ISPRS). Published by
Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Land cover represents the surface composition of the earth
and relates to relevant biotic and abiotic landscape pattern and
processes (DeFries et al., 1995; Schaepman, 2007). Land cover thus
forms the basis for most landscape management and mapping
activities. Land cover mapping often addresses landscapes larger
than a square kilometre and therefore primarily uses remote
sensing as the source of information. Remote sensing based land
cover mapping is thus an important tool for effective landscape
management, but requires that relevant surface properties are
adequately represented in the final product.
Mapping of land cover generally follows two approaches:
either using discrete land cover classes or continuous fields.
Discrete land cover mapping, also known as hard classification,

∗ Corresponding address: Sigmaplan, Thunstrasse 91, CH-3006 Bern, Switzerland.
Tel.: +41 31 356 65 65; fax: +41 31 356 65 60.
E-mail address: lukas.mathys@sigmaplan.ch (L. Mathys).

represents landscapes as a spatial mosaic of classified entities
and is a widely applied approach (e.g. Anderson et al., 1976;
Belward et al., 1999; DeFries et al., 1998; Friedl et al., 2002;
Hansen et al., 2000; Homer et al., 2004; Mücher et al., 2000;
Running et al., 1995). Each landscape entity, i.e. a remotely
sensed pixel, is exclusively attributed to one land cover class
and thus pools multiple land cover gradients. As a consequence,
discrete classes cannot be disentangled to reproduce the full
range and variability in landscape gradients that are often
necessary to adequately quantify and manage landscape patterns
and processes (DeFries et al., 1995). Moreover, the variable
range included within discrete classes may vary considerably
between land cover gradients and classes (Mathys et al., 2006),
and therefore make different spatio-temporal representation
of land cover incomparable. Effective landscape management
thus also requires continuous field approaches (DeFries et al.,
1995; Fernandes et al., 2004; Mathys et al., 2006; Schwarz and
Zimmermann, 2005).
A single continuous field (SCF), also termed fractional or subpixel cover, is a gradient in landscape property (see Fernandes
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et al., 2004; Ichoku and Karnieli, 1996, for a review on nomenclature and methodological approaches). Every landscape entity
consists of multiple SCFs, each representing a separate property of the landscape. By this, the necessary diversity and range
of land cover gradients is conserved and not reduced to one
land cover class (Di Gregorio and Jansen, 1998). SCFs have been
investigated for example for tree vegetation (DeFries et al., 2000;
Fernandes et al., 2004; Hansen et al., 2002a; Schwarz and Zimmermann, 2005), impervious areas (Deguchi and Sugio, 1994; Ji and
Jensen, 1999; Lu and Weng, 2006; Yang et al., 2003), and snow
cover (Foppa et al., 2004; Rosenthal and Dozier, 1996; Salomonson and Appel, 2004). However, land cover is rarely described by
one SCF, but mostly a composition of multiple continuous fields
(MCF). Adequate land cover mapping needs to include all relevant SCFs, which sum up to the entire landscape. Ridd (1995) proposed an MCF approach to map urban ecosystems as a ternary
model of vegetation, impervious surface and soil (V-I-S), which has
been implemented for several optical data sources and study areas (Hung and Ridd, 2002; Phinn et al., 2002; Rashed et al., 2003).
Others have investigated MCFs ranging from impervious surfacemanaged/unmanaged lawn-tree cover (Lee and Lathrop, 2005) to
fire–woody–herbaceous–barren–water (Shabanov et al., 2005) and
forest property gradients (Mathys et al., 2006). More generally, Di
Gregorio and Jansen (1998) provided a generic continuous field approach for the composition of entire landscapes. Hence a great variety of models and approaches exist to model single continuous
fields.
A multiple continuous field approach addresses several land
cover gradients at the same time. Hence, one spectral combination
at one pixel is simultaneously referred to separate SCFs, which
corresponds to a one-to-many relationship in the spectral domain.
In contrast, discrete mapping approaches relate the spectral
combination at one pixel to one class and therefore have to solve
only a one-to-one relationship. The mapping performance of a MCF
approach thus depends on: (1) the spatial composition of the SCFs
within the pixels of a landscape, and (2) the spectral property of
the respective SCFs. So far, fractional (Fernandes et al., 2004) and
spectral properties (Schaepman, 2007) of SCFs have been studied
intensively, but mostly separately.
We hypothesise that spatial composition and spectral properties of SCFs depend on each other in an MCF approach and
consequently result in different sampling strategies for training
remotely sensed data. The ultimate goal of MCF mapping is to fully
represent SCF gradients. This requires that the whole gradient is
present in the landscape and sampled accordingly in the training
datasets. Often however, a landscape is far from ideal and certain
ranges of a SCF are under- or over-represented (e.g. aggregated
landscape elements result in many pixels with full or without respective cover). Mapping of SCFs in an MCF approach thus faces
two contradicting requirements. On one hand, the MCF approach
requires that SCF gradients be well represented in the training data
and therefore favours mixed pixels. On the other hand, a robust
calibration of remote sensing data requires distinct spectral signatures for characterizing end-members as purely as possible, which
is better achieved with spectrally pure pixels.
The aim of this study was therefore to investigate (1) the
fractional and (2) the spectral dependency of SCFs in an MCF
approach. Specifically, we were interested in testing the effects
that different sampling approaches along compositional gradients
have upon fractional land cover mapping performance, i.e., (1)
no, fractional, and full SCF cover, and (2) spectrally mixed to
pure pixels. Hence, we selected four SCFs that were (1) spatially
aggregated (many pixels with no or full SCF cover) versus
scattered (many pixels with fractional cover), and represented
(2) spectrally similar versus differing types: tree vegetation,
shrubherb vegetation, bare areas and open water. SCF training

and evaluation data were derived from aerial photographs in
a regularly spaced 500 m sampling design. For each sample
plot we processed the corresponding spectral signature from
multitemporal Landsat 5 TM images. Hence, SCFs were our
response variables and the corresponding spectral signatures our
explanatory variables. We then performed selected fractional
and spectral experiments using generalised linear models to
infer the fractional-spectral relationship of SCF mapping in an
MCF approach. Using this design, we aimed at testing our
hypotheses that the mapping performance of SCFs depends on
the compositional structure (MCF) and the resulting spectral
discrimination within a pixel. The results ultimately aim at finding
an optimal sampling strategy for SCF training and evaluation data.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Study area
In order to evaluate the fractional and spectral dependency
of SCFs in an MCF approach, we selected a study area, where
the fractional and spectral variability were high but the temporal
variability was low. We therefore chose a rectangular study area
in Western Switzerland (74.6 km × 45.1 km with the lower left
0
00
0
00
corner at 47◦ 0 39.57 N/7◦ 4 24.15 E and the upper right corner
0
00
0
00
at 47◦ 24 54.44 N/8◦ 3 30.36 E) that included large gradients
in landscape fractions, and where all training and evaluation
data were available for the same time period. The north–western
and south–eastern sections of the study area were more rural
landscapes characterised by a rich structured forest-pasture and
village mosaic. The central part also included cities and intensive
agricultural areas. Hence, the study area included forest, pasture
and urban transformation gradients.
2.2. Response single continuous fields
Response variables used to train and evaluate SCFs were derived
from a National Landscape Inventory, NLI (Mathys et al., 2006),
which is part of the Swiss National Forest Inventory (NFI© 2009
WSL). The NLI samples the landscape at regularly 500 m spaced
sample plots of 50 m × 50 m dimension. At each sample plot,
manual interpreters assessed SCFs based on 25 (5 by 5) regularly
distributed and 10 m spaced lattice points. The corresponding
SCFs were interpreted from digital true colour aerial photographs
using a 3D stereo softcopy station (Socet Set 5.0, BAE Systems).
The photographs were taken in 1998 at a scale of 1:30 000 and
scanned at a resolution of 14 µm, resulting in an average ground
resolution of 0.42 m and a RMSE after triangulation of <1 m. Each
of the 25 lattice points within each NLI sample plot was attributed
to one of the following land cover elements and a corresponding
height in metres above ground: tree vegetation (woody vegetation
≥3 m), shrubs (woody vegetation <3 m), grasses and herbaceous
vegetation, gravel/sand/soil, rock, impervious areas, constructed
objects, open water and snow/glacier. The value for a SCF per
sample plot was derived as the fraction of respective land cover
lattice points per sample plot. To perform our experiments we
aggregated the elements to four SCFs based on our hypotheses:
tree (tree vegetation), shrubherb (shrubs, grasses and herbaceous
vegetation), bare (gravel, sand, soil, rock, impervious areas and
constructed objects), and water (open water). Snow and glaciers
were not present in this study area.
2.3. Explanatory spectral signatures
Explanatory variables were derived from multitemporal spectral signatures of three cloud-free Landsat 5 TM images (Satellite
Image© ESA/Eurimage/swisstopo, NPOC), path 195/row 27 (study
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Table 1
Experimental designs for exclusion (above) and weighting (below) experiments. For each experimental sample class (%) the respective weight (%) is indicated. n = total
number of each training and evaluation sample, rs = random sample, ex = excluded.
Sample

0

>0–33

>33–66

>66–<100

100

n

Not-truncated
Left-truncated
Right-truncated
Left & right-truncated
Centre-truncated

rs
ex
rs
ex
rs

rs
rs
rs
rs
ex

rs
rs
rs
rs
ex

rs
rs
rs
rs
ex

rs
rs
ex
ex
rs

1200
1200
1200
1200
1200

Uniform
Fraction-skewed
No cover-skewed
Full cover-skewed

20
5
40
0

20
20
30
10

20
50
20
20

20
20
10
30

20
5
0
40

1200
1200
1200
1200

area located ca. in image centre), covering a vegetation growing season similar to the aerial photographs used to generate response variables: spring (on 11 May 1998 at 09:53:53), summer
(on 17 July 1999 at 09:54:13), and late summer (on 31 August
1998 at 09:55:09). To minimise phenological and land use effects
(e.g., planting or harvesting of crops), we included multiple images
over a full vegetation growing season, but used only the minimum,
maximum and range for the experiments. Each of the three images
was georectified using 118/96/101 evenly distributed control and
27/24/25 evaluation points from orthophotographs (swissimage©
2009 swisstopo DV 033492) of the very same aerial photographs
that were used to derive the response variables, and a 25 m resolution digital elevation model of the Swiss Federal Office for Topography (DHM25© 2009 swisstopo DV 002232). Each image was
finally registered to the Swiss coordinate system (CH-1903+), resulting in a RMSE of evaluation points in the three images of 0.40,
0.38, and 0.36 pixel, respectively, where pixel size was 30 m.
Subsequent radiometric correction included conversion of the
six reflective bands to ground reflectance and the thermal band
to temperature (Richter, 2000). Geometrically and radiometrically
corrected images were then scaled to a spatial resolution of 50 m
by cubic convolution resampling using ESRI GRID 9.1, so that each
spectral pixel exactly overlaid with the 50 m response variable
plots from the NLI. By doing so, the influence of the sensor’s point
spread function on the pixel values was minimised (Huang et al.,
2002). We used ERDAS Imagine 8.7 for geometric and additionally
ATCOR3 (Richter, 2000) for radiometric corrections.

Training and evaluation data were finally available for 13404
plots covering an elevation range of 358–1495 m a.s.l. The study
area constituted of 39.2% ±0.36 tree, 52.8% ±0.36 shrubherb, 6.4%
±0.14 bare, and 1.6% ±0.10 water.
Training of SCFs from spectral data was based on generalised
linear models, GLMs (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972). We used
GLMs because they had been shown suitable for training SCFs of
different response shapes (Schwarz and Zimmermann, 2005). In
our study, the response variables were the SCFs from interpreted
aerial photographs, the explanatory variables were the arcsine
transformed maximum, minimum, and range of the seven bands.
And we used the logic of the binomial distribution as the link
function to calculate the generalised linear models. The number
of explanatory variables of the models was then optimised using
a backward model selection based on the Akaike’s Information
Criterion (AIC). Following this general procedure, we trained a
series of models in order to evaluate the effects of different
sampling designs of spatial and spectral composition in a landscape
on the mapping performance. For every model experiment we
randomly sampled plots according to a certain design (see below)
regarding land cover fraction. We then split the respective sample
crosswise to create an independent and equal-sized training and
evaluation dataset. If not indicated otherwise, the size of the
two samples totalled to 1200 each. We used the proportion in
percentage of deviance explained by the model (D2 ) to evaluate
the strength of the model fit, and the mean absolute error (MAE)
and Bias in percentage between predicted and measured SCF
to independently test the model prediction (see Schwarz and
Zimmermann, 2005, for equations).

2.4. Statistical analyses

2.5. Design experiments

The SCF response variables from NLI aerial photographs
(fraction of tree, shrubherb, bare, and water) and the explanatory
signatures from geometrically and radiometrically corrected
Landsat 5 TM images were imported into the R statistical
environment 2.4.0 (R Development Core Team, 2006; additionally
using the package SP of Pebesma and Bivand, 2005), where all
spatial overlays and statistical analyses were performed.
The response SCFs were used as prepared from the NLI. The
multitemporal explanatory bands from the three dates, however,
were aggregated over time to minimise phenological and land use
effects as described at the beginning of this section. We used for
the models the maximum, minimum and range of the three time
step band values, which were further transformed by an arcsine
transformation to achieve more normally distributed variables and
residuals. To visualise the spectral distribution of the SCFs, we
further derived the maximum normalised difference vegetation
index, NDVI (Tucker, 1979), based on respective band 3 and 4,
and the normalised difference infrared index, NDII (Hunt and
Rock, 1989), based on respective band 4 and 5. We refrained from
any type of principal component analysis since the output would
vary between experimentally different samples and thus make the
experiment results incomparable.

Our experiments on the fractional and spectral dependency
of SCFs in an MCF approach focused on three aspects: general
SCF distribution in the fractional composition and spectral space,
sample properties of SCFs, and sample properties of MCFs.
The fractional and spectral distribution of SCFs was calculated
for the entire study area based on the fractional cover information
from the response SCF variables and NDVI–NDII information from
the explanatory spectral variables.
Sample properties of SCFs were analysed by an exclusion and a
weighting experiment. In the first exclusion experiment, SCF training datasets were generated by partly excluding samples from the
entire study area (Table 1): not-truncated (random sample without exclusion), left-truncated (random sample without no cover
pixels), right-truncated (random sample without full cover pixels), left-and-right-truncated (random sample only with fractional
cover pixels), centre-truncated (random sample without fractional
cover pixels).
In the second weighting experiment, the training dataset was
selected based on a weighted fractional cover distribution (bare
and water was excluded since the sample size was too low for experimenting). The five fractional cover classes (0%, 0%–33%, 33%–
66%, 66%–<100%, 100%) had the following sample weighting for
training (Table 1): uniform (20%, 20%, 20%, 20%, 20%), fraction-
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the entire study area, where all four SCFs were potentially present.
With these experiments, we wanted to evaluate the effect of SCF
composition on the resulting SCF mapping performance.
3. Results
3.1. Spatial and spectral distribution

Fig. 1. Compositional distribution of single continuous fields in the study area.

skewed (5%, 20%, 50%, 20%, 5%), no cover-skewed (40%, 30%, 20%,
10%, 0%) and full cover-skewed (0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%). By this
we did not start from random selections of sample points from the
naturally available distribution of fractions, but rather we forced
the fractional distribution to follow certain rules. This was done
by a stratified random sample plot selection, where the five cover
columns in Table 1 represented the strata.
Finally, the SCF error distribution was analysed based on a
model of a full random sample selection from the entire study
area (not-truncated in the exclusion experiment), but where MAE
and Bias were stratified when applying the resulting model on the
evaluation dataset: with and without buildings for the SCF bare,
and vegetation height classes for the SCF tree (shrubherb and water
were excluded since they inherently have no vertical dimension).
Here, we wanted to test, if object vertical height had an effect on
accuracy of mapping horizontal fractional cover.
Sample properties of MCFs were inferred from a composition
and a transfer experiment. For both experiments, we created
random samples of MCFs, which included selected combinations
of 4 SCFs, 3 SCFs, and 2 SCFs, to train each applicable SCF. We
thus followed a stratified random sampling, where we excluded
samples from the random sampling process, that had at least one
unselected SCF present. This allowed us to control the composition
and spectral discrimination of potential SCFs present on the
training samples. In the composition experiment, the models
were then evaluated with MCF samples of the same possible SCF
composition as the training sample. In the transfer experiment,
however, all models were evaluated with random samples from

Three compositional distribution types were apparent in the
study area (Fig. 1). Water was a spatially aggregated SCF and
covered either the full pixel or was not present at all. In contrast,
bare was a scattered SCF and was hardly ever available as a fully
covered pixel, but mostly at low cover fractions. Finally, tree and
shrubherb were found at rather uniform distribution along the
cover gradient.
Two spectral distribution types were therefore expressed in the
study area with respect to pure pixels, when plotting index NDVI
against index NDII for illustration (Fig. 2). On one hand, spectral
extent and distribution of pure bare and water pixels were distinct.
On the other hand, pure tree and shrubherb pixels overlapped
spectrally. Mixed pixels of tree, shrubherb and bare had a similar
extent to pure shrubherb pixels. Only the spectral distribution of
mixed water pixels was different, but more similar to its pure
counterpart.
3.2. Single continuous fields
Compositional distribution differed between SCFs (Fig. 1) resulting in unequal proportions of mixed and pure pixels (Fig. 2).
Tree, shrubherb and bare covered the SCF gradient well, i.e. included many mixed pixels. Tree, shrubherb and water covered the
pure pixels well. But all SCF could be calibrated using GLMs (Table 2
and Fig. 3).
The exclusion experiment on training datasets (Table 2) showed
that best models were achieved when the entire training dataset
from the study area was included, i.e., when no, fractional, and full
cover pixels were present. More specifically, the training of SCF
models was much more sensitive to mixed pixels or pixels without
respective SCF, than to pure pixels (Table 2).
The necessary sample size to train SCFs was affected by the
fractional composition of the SCF training datasets in the weighting
experiment (Fig. 4). Better predictions could be achieved if the
entire land cover gradient was available for training. Again,
emphasising low fractional cover pixels resulted in a smaller
sample number required and MAE than emphasising rather pure
pixels (pure endmembers).

Fig. 2. Spectral distribution of pure and mixed single continuous fields in the NDVI–NDII space for the study area. Greyscale values correspond to sample plot density
ranging from low (dark shades) to high (light shades).
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Fig. 3. Spatial application of the single continuous fields based on the full, not-truncated model overlaid on the hillshaded DEM (DHM25© 2009 swisstopo DV 002232).
Fractional cover of tree (blue), shrubherb (green) and bare (red) are represented as an RGB-composite. Fractional cover of water (>5%) is overlaid as a greyscale raster
ranging from low (black) to high (white) values. For reference the study area extent is indicated on the hillshaded DEM of Switzerland in the top left corner. Figure top is
north oriented.
Table 2
Model fit and errors for SCF mapping from the exclusion experiment. SCF models depended on different training samples, but were always tested against a random, nottruncated evaluation dataset. Training samples were: entire cover gradient (Not-truncated), cover gradient without no cover pixels (Left-truncated), cover gradient without
full cover pixels (Right-truncated), cover gradient only with fractional cover pixels only (Left & Right-truncated), cover gradient without fractional cover pixels (Centretruncated). ‘od’ indicates that the model was over-dispersed and therefore not applicable. D2 = deviance, MAE = mean absolute error.

Tree
Shrubherb
Bare
Water

D2
MAE(Bias)
D2
MAE(Bias)
D2
MAE(Bias)
D2
MAE(Bias)

Not-truncated

Left-truncated

Right-truncated

Left & Right-truncated

Centre-truncated

76.96
11.43 (−0.29)
75.19
12.97 (0.68)
69.13
4.12 (0.22)
92.35
0.28 (0.17)

72.82
13.05 (3.78)
70.80
14.29 (4.66)
75.07
7.66 (5.81)
91.93
10.16 (10.07)

72.25
12.41 (−3.93)
69.55
14.36 (−3.29)
65.99
4.14 (0.17)
od
od

69.58
15.22 (0.52)
66.16
15.57 (1.27)
72.97
7.96 (6.04)
82.57
8.97 (8.46)

od
od
od
od
od
od
od
od

Error distribution of SCFs was not only affected by the fractional
composition (Table 2 and Fig. 4), but also by the vertical SCF
distribution properties (Fig. 5). Bare areas resulted in a decreased
MAE and Bias with increasing fractional cover, irrespective of
the presence or absence of constructed objects. Models for tree
vegetation, however, showed differing results. The MAE decreased
with increasing fractional cover at the lower end, but increased
again towards high cover fractions. Thereby, SCF is overestimated
at a lower cover fraction, but underestimated at a high cover
fraction. Testing the models against vertically stratified evaluation
plots revealed that samples with low tree vegetation behaved
similar to bare SCF. However, MAE and Bias continuously shifted to
an opposing distribution if tested against samples with taller tree
vegetation.
3.3. Multiple continuous fields
Few pixels in the study area were pure, i.e., were covered by
one SCF alone. An increase in the number of SCFs present on
a pixel in the composition experiment (Table 3), where models
were trained from and evaluated against samples of the same
possible SCF composition, resulted in increased prediction errors.
Also, a decrease in spectral contrast between SCFs (see Fig. 2
for spectral reference) present on a pixel resulted in increased
prediction errors. Thereby, the Bias of a SCF did not only change in
magnitude at the presence of low or high contrasting SCFs, but also
in direction. Better model fits (D2 ) and lower errors (MAE) were
achieved in experimentally restricted landscapes with fewer and
spectrally distinct SCFs.

The transfer experiment (Table 4) showed that a model resulted
in larger MAE and Bias, when transferred from a sample with fewer
possible and spectrally high-contrasting SCFs to a random sample
from the entire study area including all SCFs. On the contrary,
MAE and Bias decreased when transferring a model from a sample
with fewer and low-contrasting SCFs to a random sample from the
entire study area including all SCFs.
4. Discussion
Continuous field mapping relates the spectral signature of a
pixel to one or many SCFs (Fernandes et al., 2004; Ichoku and
Karnieli, 1996). The spectral signature is considered pure if only
one SCF with the full spatial cover is present on a pixel. And the
spectral signature is considered mixed if several SCFs are present
on a pixel, each with a fractional cover. In this case, the spectral
signature of a pixel is influenced by the spatial composition and
spectral interaction of SCFs within the pixel (Fernandes et al., 2004;
Foody and Mathur, 2006). We hypothesised that a training strategy
of remotely sensed data for SCF and MCF mapping has to consider
these spatial and spectral effects.
Best SCF models were achieved when the entire SCF gradient
was included in the training dataset, i.e. pixels with no, fractional
and full SCF cover (Table 2). Model evaluation showed that results
are comparable to existing studies (Hansen et al., 2002b; Schwarz
and Zimmermann, 2005; White et al., 2005). Experimental
exclusion of training data proved that model performance was
not uniformly sensitive to the availability of training data along
the cover (Table 2) and height gradient (Fig. 5). Fractional, and
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Fig. 4. Mean absolute error of tree (T) and shrubherb (N) single continuous field models depended on training sample size. Fractional cover classes (%) to assign distribution
weights were: 0, >0–33, >33–66, >66–<100, 100. Sample weights (%) were in the uniform training 20, 20, 20, 20, 20; in the fraction-skewed training 5, 20, 50, 20, 5; in
the no cover-skewed training 40, 30, 20, 10, 0; and in the full cover-skewed training 0, 10, 20, 30, 40. See Table 1 for details.

Table 3
Single continuous fields were trained and evaluated using experimental samples with different tree (T), shrubherb (N), bare (B), water (W) compositions. ‘od’ indicates that
the model was over-dispersed and therefore not applicable. D2 = deviance, MAE = mean absolute error.

Tree
Shrubherb
Bare
Water

D2
MAE(Bias)
D2
MAE(Bias)
D2
MAE(Bias)
D2
MAE(Bias)

TNBW

TNB

TNW

TBW

76.96
11.43 (−0.29)
75.19
12.97 (0.68)
69.13
4.12 (0.22)
92.35
0.28 (0.17)

80.63
9.95 (−0.58)
75.98
12.06 (1.04)
70.10
4.28 (−0.04)

80.58
11.12 (1.05)
83.37
9.94 (−0.35)

94.92
1.12 (0.05)

od
od

87.12
0.97 (−0.02)
od
od

NBW

76.66
4.59 (0.78)
58.16
4.74 (−0.86)
od
od

TN

TB

82.01
10.11 (0.28)
82.01
10.11 (−0.28)

86.79
0.98 (0.02)

86.79
0.98 (−0.02)

NB

63.31
4.83 (0.74)
63.31
4.83 (−0.74)

Table 4
Single continuous fields were trained using experimental samples with different tree (T), shrubherb (N), bare (B), water (W) compositions, and evaluated against a random
sample from the entire study area. ‘od’ indicates that the model was over-dispersed and therefore not applicable. D2 = deviance, MAE = mean absolute error.

Tree
Shrubherb

Bare
Water

TNBW

TNB

TNW

TBW

D
MAE(Bias)
D2
MAE(Bias)

76.96
11.43 (−0.29)
75.19
12.97 (0.68)

80.63
11.50 (−0.39)
75.98
12.78 (1.64)

80.58
11.04 (−1.59)
83.37
15.78 (7.74)

94.92
48.01 (47.58)

D2
MAE(Bias)
D2
MAE(Bias)

69.13
4.12 (0.22)
92.35
0.28 (0.17)

70.10
4.15 (0.50)

2

od
od

above all training pixels without respective cover, were much
more critical to achieve a low MAE than pure full cover pixels

87.12
10.51 (8.55)
od
od

NBW

TN

TB
86.79
45.11 (44.67)

76.66
38.99 (37.33)

82.01
11.43 (−0.65)
82.01
15.86 (7.90)

58.16
4.05 (−1.02)
od
od

86.79
11.33 (8.83)

NB

63.31
40.28
(38.81)
63.31
6.38 (2.46)

(Table 2). Also, fewer calibration samples were necessary when
fractional cover pixels or pixels without respective SCF were
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Fig. 5. Mean absolute error and Bias distribution depended on fractional cover and height. For bare cover, labelled curves correspond to presence (P) or absence (A) of
constructed objects. In the case of tree cover, labelled curves correspond to mean tree height strata: diminutive (D): ≥3–<9 m, low (L): ≥9–<15 m, medium (M): ≥15–<21 m,
high (H): ≥21–<27 m, and superior (S): ≥27–<33 m. Mean absolute error and Bias for unstratified SCFs is indicated with dotted lines.

abundantly available for training (Fig. 4). Our results thus comply
with the suggestion by Foody (1999) and Foody and Mathur
(2006) for an emphasis on mixed pixels in training datasets.
However, the response variable of the above mentioned studies is
discrete. Hence, training has to determine the spectral threshold
only between class presence and absence (Fig. 6: dashed line),
and therefore emphasises mixed pixels, which we conceptually
support. However as elaborated in the introduction, continuous
field mapping is an extension of discrete classifications and has
to determine the threshold between full, fractional and pixels
without respective cover, as well as the shape of the gradient curve
(Fig. 6: solid line). Our exclusion experiments showed (Table 2) that
determining the lower threshold between no and fractional cover
needs an especially large number of training data. This is because
of the more diverse covariate structure of mixed than pure pixels.
In other words, there is only one spectral signature for a pure
pixel, but many different spectral signatures for not being that pure
pixel. Our composition and transfer experiments (Tables 3 and 4)
supported this finding. Models trained in landscapes with low SCF
number and differing spectral signatures always resulted in worse
models when applied in a landscape with high SCF number and
less differing spectral signature (Table 4), even though the training
composition was actually part of the evaluation composition.
Again, the diverse no or fractional cover structure of a SCF was not
well trained and thus resulted in worse models. This leads to our
first conclusion that training for continuous field mapping needs
to emphasise on no and fractional cover pixels (Fig. 6: grey area),
but definitely not only on pure pixels as typically pursued (Fig. 6:
hatched area).

Fig. 6. Response continuous field is a function of the explanatory spectral signature
resulting in a sigmoidal curve (solid line). For comparison, a discrete class exhibits
a stepped curve (dashed line). Typical training sample densities (hatched area)
emphasise pure pixels. Our results suggest to rather emphasise on the gradient and
pixels without respective land cover (grey area).

A method to train and evaluate continuous fields has to be
able to incorporate and reproduce the full SCF gradient structure,
as was suggested by our SCF training data experiments, and
indicated by Ji and Peters (2007). Modelling gradients is one of the
strength of generalised linear models (Guisan and Zimmermann,
2000; McCullagh and Nelder, 1983; Schwarz and Zimmermann,
2005), which make them a preferred method over other statistical
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approaches that are either solely based on pure pixel information
(e.g. linear unmixing) or that stress class breaks rather than
gradients (e.g. classification and regression trees). However, results
from the SCF training data experiments showed that the method
and training data collection have to blend adequately. Further
methods (Elith et al., 2006) and research are thus relevant to well
reproduce this relationship.
Error distributions were not uniform with respect to the
horizontal and vertical composition of SCFs. Horizontally, MAE
and Bias of SCF bare decreased with increasing fractional cover
(Fig. 5) and thus supported the hypothesis that the purer a
pixel the lower the associated MAE and Bias, which was also
found by Latifovic and Olthof (2004). In our study, however,
this error distribution was not confirmed with tree vegetation.
While MAE first typically decreased with increasing fractional
tree cover, it increased again towards the upper limit of the
fractional cover range. Both Schwarz and Zimmermann (2005)
and White et al. (2005), who evaluated the error distribution for
tree vegetation, also found an error increase with the increase in
fractional tree cover. Stratifying the horizontal error distribution
by vertical canopy height revealed a further insight. MAE and Bias
in the tall vegetation strata did behave similar to the two studies
mentioned. However, the lower tree canopy strata had a larger
error and Bias at the lower fractional cover range similar to the
height invariant SCF bare. We explain this effect by the three
dimensional distribution of a SCF within a pixel. Continuous field
estimation only aims at the horizontal fractional cover distribution,
but not at the vertical distribution. SCFs shrubherb and water
have no vertical component by definition. SCF bare has a vertical
component (e.g. buildings), which is not affected by the passive
signal since light barely penetrates bare areas. However, SCF tree
has a horizontal and vertical component. A pixel can have a
constant fractional tree cover, and at the same time the trees
still keep growing vertically. An increased tree height results
in increased leaf area index, which affects the light-interacting
surface area and thus spectral signature. Also, Song et al. (2007)
showed that brightness, greenness and wetness values change
with forest age classes, especially so at lower age classes. Thus, in
the lower vegetation strata the effect of vertical vegetation layering
on the horizontal fraction prediction is minimal and resulted in a
similar error distribution to the SCFs bare, shrubherb and water.
But in tall tree vegetation this phenomenon exists. The magnitude
of this effect thus depends on the structural diversity of tree
vegetation present in the study area.
Multiple continuous field mapping accounts for several SCFs
on a pixel. As a consequence, also the above discussed effects
of SCF training and error overlap. Our results showed that
the composition of the landscape strongly affects the model
performance of MCFs (Table 3). Our hypothesis is thus confirmed
that landscapes with few and spectrally high contrasting SCFs
result in better models than with high number and spectrally
low contrasting landscape compositions. However, the same
models were much worse when applied to more complex MCF
combinations as elaborated earlier (Table 4). We therefore believe
that the robustness of a MCF model is increased with the inclusion,
rather than exclusion, of spectral diversity in the MCF training
sample.
5. Conclusions
The training of single continuous field models was sensitive to
fractional and spectral distributions. Results thus supported our
hypotheses and we draw the following main conclusions.
Firstly, training data size and range is critical for a sufficient
SCF model fit. While too much redundant training data is not
problematic for SCF mapping, too few training data is critical.

Our analyses showed that the presence of mixed and especially
pixels with no respective land cover play a critical role for SCF
training. An adequate training of pixels with low or no respective
SCF cover actually corresponds to minimising type I and II errors.
We thus propose to sample the gradient well and especially the
mixed pixel structure for training (Fig. 6: grey area), instead of
reducing the training sample to pure pixels only (Fig. 6: hatched
area). Additionally, we argue that the higher the number of SCFs
per pixel and the lower their spectral difference, the more training
data of mixed pixels is required.
Secondly, errors associated with single continuous field models
occur with respect to both the horizontal and vertical dimension.
Generally, errors decreased with increasing fractional cover. Errors
from the horizontal dimension can potentially be compensated
by a statistically sound training sample. However, errors resulting
from the vertical structuring of objects can hardly be corrected
with optical data, since consistent proxy information is difficult
to obtain. In this case, we suggest to rather use active sensor
data, such as Laserscanning (Mathys, 2005; Riaño et al., 2003),
or to combine both active and passive systems to infer unbiased
fractional tree cover information. Above all, we propose to provide
not only global evaluation measures, but also local sensitivity
measures, i.e for a certain spatial region, spectral space, or SCF
range.
Third, multiple continuous field mapping strongly depended
on the number and spectral differences between underlying SCFs.
Transferring an MCF model from one landscape to another is thus
delicate. Instead, a sound training of the gradient structure within
the area of focus is advised.
Finally, we conclude from our experiments that the critical
space to train SCFs and MCFs is the fractional and spectral
space, and not as often used the real spatial space. A regular
sampling might cover the spatial space well, but not necessarily the
compositional and spectral space. The same holds for an individual
sampling of pure end-members, which potentially suffer from an
auto-correlated sampling as well (Wulder and Boots, 2001). The
aim of a sampling strategy for training data must therefore be to
adequately include the full fractional cover range and associated
spectral signatures. Consequently, adequate training plots are most
probably not regularly distributed in the real spatial space, but
cover the gradient and covariate structure of the fractional and
spectral space well.
Practically, extent and density of the spectral space within the
study area need to be known first. Then the relevant SCFs have
to be defined and their spectral distribution determined from the
literature or a prestudy. Sampling proportions for training data
collection are then derived from the relative extent and density of
the respective SCF full, fractional and no cover spectral space.
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